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Problem Definition

It is quite difficult to make the blind people see the world even though there are 
developments in the technologies or it is difficult to economically feasible to 
provide these technologies to majority of the blind people.
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Solution and Proposal

With development of the LLMs and related technologies, I see that we can reduce 
the gap of inability to afford the available products for the blind people to see the 
world.

With api based llms, we can provide chatbots to assist blind people to not only see 
the world but also to make their day today lives easier.

Start of my project I will use google gemini-pro and google gemini-pro-vision as 
the llms and midas model to estimate and get the depth map image.
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Methodology - Flow

User query

Take photo

Generate 
final answer

Generate 
description for 

photo

Intent

● User enters the query.
● If the user wants to know about 

his/her surrounding then need to 
take a photo

● If not for the asked question the 
llm will directly generate the 
answer

● If photo is required to be taken 
the photo will be used to generate 
the depth map image.

● Using the query, photo and depth 
map image, we generate a 
description about the 
surrounding/view

● Finally generate the final answer 
based on the query and 
generated description 4



Sample Chat Conversation

Next slide we will provide a 
conversation carried out based on 
given image here.
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Please note that ‘No photo required’ and ‘Photo is required’ are the two intents.
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Possible Improvements

● This project is a starter point for the project
● Possible improvements:

○ Optimize the code improve with an UI interface (if required) or device (which is preferable)
○ Add voice to text and text to voice features.
○ Currently we use still images but required to add instant photo taking capability (+ video)
○ Improved prompts
○ Improved depth estimation model (stereo images)
○ Adding guardrails for proper guiding

● Please note that the image used in the slide #5 is taken from the internet and full credit belongs to 
the one who took that photo.
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Thank You.


